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INTRODUCTION
As a child, Juana crossed the border into Arizona each morning
with her parents, who were farmers.1 Juana, like her parents, began
working on farms when she was young.2 In her early twenties,
during her first pregnancy, Juana was working on a lettuce field
packing boxes with heads of lettuce.3 She lost her baby well into her
1. Farmworker Justice, Exposed and Ignored: How Pesticides are Endangering Our
Nation’s Farmworkers 17 (2013), https://www.farmworkerjustice.org/sites/default/files/
aExposed%20and%20Ignored%20by%20Farmworker%20Justice%20singles%20compressed.
pdf [hereinafter Exposed and Ignored].
2. Id.
3. Id.
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pregnancy.4 She often wonders if her miscarriage resulted from
working on the pesticide-laden lettuce farm.5 Juana described:
I just had to be quick. At that time, I didn’t know how important
it was to wear gloves and protect myself from those pesticide
residues. I would lean right into the boxes, breathing those
residues in. I thought it was important to do the work as quickly
as possible; I didn’t realize it was more important to think about
protecting myself and my baby.6

Ten years later, Juana was diagnosed with lymphoma, and
shortly after her diagnosis, her son was diagnosed with the same
disease.7 Although both Juana and her son have been cancer free
for many years, she still fears for their health.8 Her home sits
adjacent to the lettuce fields.9 “When we started living there I still
didn’t know about how dangerous pesticides could be. I would
hang the clothes outside to dry in the fresh air, and my son would
play in the water that collected in the irrigation ditches. We didn’t
know the risks.”10 To help avoid future harm, Juana wears more
protective clothing when working on the farm, drinks water from
bottles, and ensures her son plays in areas safe from pesticides.11 “If
you are living in our community or any other farming community
in this country, you could be at risk because pesticides don’t have
boundaries. They can freely cross wherever they want . . . .”12
Stories like Juana’s are not limited to minority farmworkers.
Rene Miller lives in North Carolina on land that her greatgrandmother inherited in a post-slavery land grant.13 Her family’s
cemetery is located just down the street from her home.14 “How
long have we lived here? Always,” Miller says, “And we always

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Erica Hellerstein & Ken Fine, A Million Tons of Feces and an Unbearable Stench: Life
Near Industrial Pig Farms, GUARDIAN (Sept. 20, 2017), https://www.theguardian.com/usnews/2017/sep/20/north-carolina-hog-industry-pig-farms.
14. Id.
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will. Nobody else will ever live on this land.”15 Within a mile of her
home is a farm with 5,280 hogs.16 Within two miles are more than
80,000 hogs at seven different locations.17 Boxes of rotting hogs
located near Miller’s family cemetery attract swarms of gnats and
large, black flies.18 And just fifty yards from her family’s cemetery
is an open-air pool full of hog manure.19 The sprinkler system that
liquifies and sprays the manure from the open-air pool onto open
fields is just across the street from Miller’s house, about 200 feet
away.20 The mist from the sprinklers drifts liquified manure onto
her property.21 Miller says “her eyes burn and her nose waters”
after being outside.22
Juana and Rene Miller’s stories illustrate how minority
communities across the United States disproportionately bear the
burden of pollution by big agriculture.23 Indeed, both excessive
pesticide use and large livestock farms in big agriculture are civil
rights issues. Big agriculture operations receive federal funds from
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through state agencies
and are consequently subject to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Title VI prohibits discrimination by any program or entity
that receives federal funding. Under Title VI, minority
communities suffering from disproportionate harms of big
agriculture have two options: directly sue the federal fund
recipient—such as the state agency—or file an administrative civil
rights complaint with the federal agency issuing the federal
funds—such as the EPA.
Minority communities have few resources to bring suit, and
many states across the nation are captured by the highly political
and influential big agriculture lobbyists. Because of these

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Big agriculture is “characterized by large-scale monoculture, heavy use of
chemical fertilizers and pesticides, and meat production in CAFOs (confined animal feeding
operations).” Hidden Costs of Industrial Agriculture, UNION CONCERNED SCIENTISTS
(July 11, 2008), https://www.ucsusa.org/food_and_agriculture/our-failing-food-system/
industrial-agriculture/hidden-costs-of-industrial.html.
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barriers, minority communities harmed by big agriculture need
stronger protection from the federal government. Filing
administrative civil rights complaints with the EPA’s External Civil
Rights Compliance Office is the best solution for minority
communities to fight civil rights injustices by big agriculture. In
order for minority communities to be able to fight discriminatory
impacts by big agriculture, the EPA must begin following its
regulatory process for handling administrative civil rights
complaints. The EPA must issue formal findings of discrimination
to big agriculture when warranted. Because big agriculture has
continuously shown that it is unwilling to voluntarily fix its
discriminatory harm, the EPA must start withholding its federal
funds so big agriculture is incentivized to remedy its
discriminatory impacts on minority communities.
Part II of this Note describes how big agriculture is a civil rights
issue because of its disproportionate harm on minority
communities. Like in Juana’s story, excessive pesticide exposure in
minority communities from working on crops or simply living near
a farm encumbered with pesticides can result in both short-term
and life-threatening health issues. Living near a large cattle farm
can cause a plethora of health issues and, as was illustrated by Rene
Miller’s story, force minority neighbors to become prisoners in their
own homes. Part III introduces Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and the process for filing an administrative civil rights
complaint with the EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance Office.
The EPA’s failure to respond to administrative civil rights
complaints under Title VI is also highlighted and exemplified by
excessive pesticide use disproportionally near Native Hawaiian
communities in Hawai’i and high concentrations of large cattle
farms disproportionally located near minority communities in
North Carolina. Part IV concludes by arguing that, along with
following its regulatory procedures for receiving administrative
civil rights complaints under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, the EPA must begin utilizing its regulatory procedure of
formally finding discrimination and withholding its federal
funds if voluntary compliance is not reached. Withholding
federal funds will force big agriculture to acknowledge its
discriminatory impacts on minority communities and minimize its
civil rights violations.
1086
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I. BIG AGRICULTURE IS A CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUE
The harmful effects of big agriculture pollution are
disproportionately felt by minority communities across the United
States. This Note focuses on two main facets of big agriculture that
exploit minority communities: hazardous pesticide use and
concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs). Pesticide
exposure in big agriculture results in harm to both minority
farmworkers and their families, who have few resources to report
workplace violations and seek medical care. CAFOs aggregated in
minority communities force neighbors to be sequestered in their
homes to avoid the unhealthy environment. And, because the
unhealthy conditions decrease property values, the minority
community members have no escape. Both of these practices
contribute to race discrimination at the hands of big agriculture.
A. Pesticide Use in Big Agriculture
Disproportionately Harms Minority Communities
The majority of big agriculture farmworkers are
undocumented, poor immigrants belonging to minority
communities.24 Although citizenship data of farmworkers is
difficult to gather, one estimate is that 50% to 80% of farmworkers
are undocumented.25 Many farmworkers do not have a formal
education and do not speak fluent English.26 Approximately 60% of
farmworkers and their dependents live in poverty.27 Eighty-eight
percent of farmworkers are Hispanic, 20% of farmworkers are
women, and 12% of farmworkers are adolescents.28
Because big agriculture farmworkers often belong to minority
communities, minority populations are most affected by the

24. Elizabeth Lincoln, Accountability for Pesticide Poisoning of Undocumented
Farmworkers, 24 HASTINGS ENVTL. L.J. 383, 384 (2018); Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 8.
25. Keith Cunningham-Parmeter, A Poisoned Field: Farmworkers, Pesticide Exposure, and
Tort Recovery in an Era of Regulatory Failure, 28 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 431, 436 (2004).
26. Lincoln, supra note 24; Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 8, 10. Farmworkers not
fluent in English are especially susceptible to higher levels of pesticide exposure because
safety information on pesticide labels are only in English. Id. at 10. “The following statement
appears buried in the labels of the two most toxic categories of pesticides: ‘Si usted no
entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a usted en detalle.’ [If you do
not understand the label, find someone to explain it to you in detail.]” Id.
27. Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 8.
28. Id.
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dangerous amounts of pesticides used in big agriculture. An
estimated 5.1 billion pounds of pesticides are used on crops each
year, the majority of which can be attributed to big agriculture.29 A
pesticide is “any substance or mixture of substances intended for
preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any [cropdamaging] pest.”30 Because they are “[d]esigned to kill living
organisms,”31 pesticides are the leading cause of chemical-related
injuries among U.S. workers.32 In short, big agriculture is “one of
the most hazardous occupations in the United States.”33
Farmworkers are exposed to levels of pesticides hundreds of times
greater than consumers34 and are almost twenty-five times more
likely than a consumer to have an illness linked to pesticides.35
Pesticide harm includes both short-term and long-term health
risks. Short-term risks of pesticides include nausea, dizziness,
headaches, stinging eyes, shortness of breath, rashes, blisters, and
seizures.36 Long-term risks include chronic illnesses such as cancer,
neurological disorders, and reproduction issues like infertility,
birth defects, and learning disabilities.37 In fact, farmworkers suffer
elevated levels of prostate, esophageal, and oral cavity cancer.38
And farmworkers develop stomach cancer at a rate 70% greater
than the general population.39 Of the 1.4 million farmworkers in the
nation, up to 20,000 are harmed by pesticides annually.40
29. Lincoln, supra note 24, at 387; Exposed and Ignored, supra, note 1, at 14.
30. 7 U.S.C. § 136(u) (2018); Luthien L. Niland, The Cost of the Bright Red Strawberry:

The Dangerous Failure of Pesticide Regulations to Account for Child Farmworkers, 4 GOLDEN GATE
U. ENVTL. L.J. 363, 366 (2011). For an overview of the history of pesticides in America, see
Lincoln, supra note 24, at 387–89.
31. Niland, supra note 30.
32. Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 6.
33. Eileen Gauna, Farmworkers as an Environmental Justice Issue: Similarities and
Differences, 25 ENVIRONS: ENVTL. L. & POL’Y J. 67, 73 (2002); see Lincoln, supra note 24, at 383.
34. Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 3.
35. Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 25, at 442.
36. Lincoln, supra, note 24, at 383; Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 4, 7; see Abigail
Geer, 5 Human Rights Issues to be Aware of in Food Production, ONE GREEN PLANET,
http://www.onegreenplanet.org/animalsandnature/5-human-rights-issues-to-be-awareof-in-food-production/ (last visited Feb. 15, 2020).
37. Lincoln, supra note 24, at 383; Exposed and Ignored, note 1, at 4; Geer, supra note 36.
38. Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 8.
39. See Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 25, at 443 (study done on Hispanic
fieldworkers in California).
40. Lincoln, supra note 24, at 383–84; Rachel Cernansky, EPA Supports Environmental
Justice for New Jersey Farm Workers, TREEHUGGER (Jan. 31, 2012), https://www.
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Compounding this problem, minority farmworkers employed
by big agriculture and their families cannot escape the harms of
pesticides after leaving the crops and returning home. Farmers
working on pesticide-laden fields often unknowingly bring
pesticides home on their tools, clothing, and skin.41 And residential
areas close to big agriculture crops can suffer from aerial drift of
pesticides into schools, playgrounds, and homes.42 Many of those
living in the residential areas are the families of farmworkers
themselves.43 For farmworkers and their families, pesticides end up
in their air, water, and food.44 Higher levels of leukemia, brain
cancer, birth defects, and developmental delays are found in
children of farmworkers due to this exposure.45
Undocumented minority farmers working for big agriculture
have less power to report workplace violations. Minority
farmworkers are unlikely to report hazardous pesticide exposure
or violation of workplace safety laws in fear of repercussions based
on their alien status—for example, being reported to Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE).46 Even if farmworkers
successfully report unhealthy or illegal pesticide exposure, they
may face employer retaliation in the form of not being able to return
to the same grower the next season.47
Furthermore, the overwhelming majority of big agriculture
farmworkers belonging to minority communities are not provided
the proper resources to adequately seek medical care for pesticide-

treehugger.com/environmental-policy/epa-supports-environmental-justice-nj-farmworkers.html.
41. Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 6; Geer, supra note 36.
42. Lincoln, supra note 24 (describing pesticide drift as particles moving through the
air beyond targeted areas of application as “dust or droplets”); Exposed and Ignored, supra
note 1, at 6.
43. See Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 6.
44. Id.

45.
46. Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 25, at 447.
47. Id.

Id.
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related injuries. Less than 20% of farmworkers receive health
insurance through their employer.48 And for those few who do
receive health insurance, obstacles exist such as language barriers
and lack of transportation—many minority farmworkers live in
poorer, rural areas far away from health clinics or hospitals.49
Seasonal farmworkers are especially at risk because they do not
often receive paid sick leave, so seeing a doctor can result in loss of
pay.50 Just as with reporting workplace violations of pesticide
use, minority farmworkers fear seeking medical services for
pesticide-related injuries because of employer retaliation and
immigration status.51
Hazardous pesticide-related injuries in big agriculture, and the
short-term and long-term health effects of pesticide exposure on
farmworkers and their families, disproportionately burden
minority communities. These disproportionate harms are further
exacerbated by the inability of minority farmworkers to report
workplace safety violations and seek medical services for
pesticide injuries. Farmworkers employed by big agriculture are in
desperate need of a reachable remedy to fight these civil rights
violations. The federal government needs to provide a reasonable
way for minority farmworkers to report discriminatory impact at
the hands of big agriculture.
B. CAFOs in Big Agriculture
Disproportionately Harm Minority Communities
Multiple studies across the United States have found that
CAFOs are disproportionately located near minority communities.
A 2002 study in Mississippi found that a “number of non-White and
poor communities have disproportionate numbers of [] CAFOs in
their communities.”52 A 2014 study in North Carolina found that
CAFOs disproportionately affect “African Americans, Hispanics,

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Exposed and Ignored, supra note 1, at 8.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Sacoby M. Wilson et al., Environmental Injustice and the Mississippi Hog Industry, 110
ENVTL. HEALTH PERSP. 195, 199–200 (2002) (“There are 3.64 times more hog operations in the
high African American, low-poverty group compared with the referent group. There are 2.4
times more operations in the high African American, high poverty block groups compared
with the referent group.”).
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and Native Americans.”53 New Jersey Senator Cory Brooker
described the CAFO industry as “evil” for exploiting African
American communities, stating the agriculture industry is
“outsourcing its pain, its costs, on to poor black people.”54
Since the mid-1980s, meat production has dramatically shifted
in the United States from small family farms to large corporate
operations.55 Large cattle farms today, known as CAFOs or factory
farms, raise livestock in confined quarters until they are ready to be
slaughtered.56 CAFOs “are facilities where animals are confined
together in a small area, along with ‘feed, manure and urine, dead
animals, and production operations.’”57 Over 99% of the ten billion
animals slaughtered in the United States each year come from
CAFOs.58 CAFOs house hundreds, sometimes thousands, of
livestock.59 This can equal as much waste as a city of over 200,000
people.60 But unlike cities that treat waste, slatted floors in CAFOs
allow waste to be pumped into open-air lagoons.61 A lagoon, or
cesspool, is “a stagnant pool containing [cattle] feces, urine, blood
and other bodily fluids.”62 When lagoons become too full, their
upper layer contents are liquified and sprayed through sprinkler
systems onto open fields.63 The manure is supposed to be
sprayed on crops to absorb the nitrogen and phosphorus, but often

53. Christine Ball-Blakely, CAFOs: Plaguing North Carolina Communities of Color, 18
SUSTAINABLE DEV. L. & POL’Y 4, 5 (2017) (“[T]he proportion of African American, Hispanic,
and Native American people living within three miles of a North Carolina pig CAFO are
1.54, 1.39, and 2.18 times higher, respectively.”). See generally Hellerstein & Fine, supra note
13 (providing insight into a North Carolina community near a pig CAFO).
54. Hellerstein & Fine, supra note 13.
55. Id.
56. Ball-Blakely, supra note 53, at 4; Hellerstein & Fine, supra note 13.
57. Ball-Blakely, supra note 53, at 4.
58. Id.
59. Kai Olson-Sawyer, First-Ever Court Victory Holds CAFO Accountable for Water
Pollution, CIV. EATS (Feb. 9, 2012), https://civileats.com/2012/02/09/first-ever-courtvictory-holds-cafo-accountable-for-water-pollution/.
60. Id. (“According to the EPA, ‘a single dairy cow produces approximately 120
pounds of wet manure per day,’ which is ‘equivalent to that of 20–40 people.’”).
61. Id.; Hellerstein & Fine, supra note 13.
62. Hellerstein & Fine, supra note 13.
63. Ball-Blakely, supra note 53; Hellerstein & Fine, supra note 13. These sprinklers have
also been described as high-pressure guns. Christina Cooke, North Carolina’s Factory Farms
Produce 15,000 Olympic Pools Worth of Waste Each Year, CIV. EATS (June 28, 2016),
http://civileats.com/2016/06/28/north-carolinas-cafos-produce-15000-olympic-sizepools-worth-of-waste/.
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the manure is sprayed onto open fields with no plants to capture
the nutrients.64
CAFOs release poisonous gases and a strong stench into the
air—both are harmful to the health and environment of the
disproportionate number of minority communities near them.
Pathogens, hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and heavy metals make
their way from the CAFO manure into the surrounding air.65 Up to
300 different chemicals have been found to permeate the air around
a CAFO.66 Research has found that air pollution from CAFOs can
result in headaches, stomachaches, runny nose, runny eyes, nausea,
increased blood pressure, reduced lung function, and respiratory
issues like wheezing, asthma, and bronchitis.67 Other studies have
found impaired memory and higher rates of infant mortality from
mothers breathing in the poisonous air.68 Not only does the air
pollution cause physical health concerns, it disrupts the daily life of
those close to the CAFOs and can result in trouble sleeping and
mental health concerns such as stress and anxiety.69
CAFOs also cause human health concerns and environmental
harm by releasing contaminants into groundwater and surface
water. Lagoons can overflow, leak, rupture, and reach
groundwater and waterways in stormwater runoff.70 This can
result in major pollution and large fish kills.71 Spraying the liquid
manure can cause nitrates, parasites, and harmful bacteria to drain
into groundwater.72 In 2015, researchers found levels of ammonia

64. Steph Larsen, If You Can’t Stand the Smell, Tough Luck, GRIST (Oct. 4, 2008),
https://grist.org/article/tour-de-pig/.
65. Sara Bernard, Giant Hog Farms Are Making People Sick. Here’s Why It’s a Civil Rights
Issue., GRIST (Nov. 6, 2014), https://grist.org/politics/giant-hog-farms-are-making-peoplesick-heres-why-its-a-civil-rights-issue/; Kai Olson-Sawyer, CAFO Conviction: Court Holds
Factory Farm Accountable for Water Pollution, GRIST (Feb. 15, 2012), https://grist.org/factoryfarms/cafo-conviction-court-holds-factory-farm-accountable-for-water-pollution/.
66. Larsen, supra note 64.
67. Carey L. Biron, Density of Industrial Hog Farms in North Carolina Prompts Civil Rights
Investigation, MPN NEWS (Oct. 27, 2014), https://www.mintpressnews.com/densityindustrial-hog-farms-north-carolina-prompts-civil-rights-investigation/198198/;
Hellerstein & Fine, supra note 13; Cooke, supra note 63.
68. Lily Kuo, The World Eats Cheap Bacon at the Expense of North Carolina’s Rural Poor,
QUARTZ (July 14, 2015), https://qz.com/433750/the-world-eats-cheap-bacon-at-theexpense-of-north-carolinas-rural-poor/.
69. Biron, supra note 67; Hellerstein & Fine, supra note 13.
70. Ball-Blakely, supra note 53; Olson-Sawyer, supra note 65.
71. See Ball-Blakely, supra note 53.
72. Bernard, supra note 65.
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and nitrates in water near CAFOs that are dangerous to
human health.73 The following year, researchers found waters near
CAFOs contaminated with fecal bacteria like E. coli.74 Many
residents near CAFOs stop drinking groundwater because they no
longer feel it is safe.75
Not only do CAFOs disproportionately harm surrounding
minority communities through pollution, they also create greater
economic harms for these already vulnerable communities. In the
1980s, corporate CAFOs bought out independent, family-owned
farms in minority communities and subsequently impaired local
economies.76 “Economic concentration of agricultural operations
tends to remove a higher percentage of money from rural
communities than when the industry is dominated by smaller farm
operations, which tend to circulate money within the
community.”77 CAFOs further economically burden minority
communities by decreasing property values. Studies have found
that properties within three miles of CAFOs decrease in value by
6.6%, and properties within one-tenth of a mile from CAFOs
decrease in value by 88%.78 Properties downwind from CAFOs are
especially subject to decreased property value.79
The rise of big agriculture CAFOs in the last thirty years has
brought extreme human health and environmental hazards to the
disproportionate number of minority communities living near
them. CAFOs have bought out local family farms which has in turn
hurt local minority community economies and decreased property
values. Minority community members disproportionately bearing
the burdens of CAFO pollution are left with poor health and living
conditions without adequate resources for recovery. The minority
communities living near CAFOs need a fair and reliable remedy
provided by the federal government to fight against big
agriculture’s civil rights injustices.

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

Cooke, supra note 63.
Id.
Biron, supra note 67.
Id.
Larsen, supra note 64.
Ball-Blakely, supra note 53, at 6.
Id.
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II. TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964
Big agriculture is a civil rights issue. Discrimination against
minority communities by big agriculture should, therefore, be
enforced using the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act allows two options for enforcement against those who
receive federal funds. A complainant may (1) sue the federal fund
recipient directly, or (2) file an administrative civil rights complaint
with the agency issuing the federal funds. Because minority
communities have fewer political and economic resources
compared to big agriculture, their most viable remedy is to file
administrative civil rights complaints with the EPA’s External Civil
Rights Compliance Office. Although filing administrative civil
rights complaints with the EPA is the best means for minority
communities to seek protection from the discriminatory impacts of
big agriculture, the EPA has continuously failed to follow its
regulatory procedures for handling complaints. Not only must the
EPA begin enforcing its regulatory procedure for formally finding
discrimination, but it must also begin withholding federal funds if
big agriculture does not voluntarily reach compliance in a timely
manner. Withholding federal funds will force big agriculture to
acknowledge its discriminatory impacts on minority communities
and minimize its civil rights harm.
A. Title VI: How It Works
Title VI prohibits discrimination by any entity that receives
federal funding.80 “No person in the United States shall, on the
ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance.”81 A program or entity includes
a department, agency, special purpose district, or other
instrumentality of a State or of a local government[] or the entity
of such State or local government that distributes such assistance
and each such department or agency (and each other State or local

80. ROY L. BROOKS, GILBERT PAUL CARRASCO & MICHAEL SELMI, THE LAW OF
DISCRIMINATION: CASES AND PERSPECTIVES 204 (2011).
81. 42 U.S.C. § 2000d (2018).
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government entity) to which the assistance is extended, in the case
of assistance to a State or local government . . . .82

If any department within an entity receives federal funds, then the
whole entity is covered under Title VI.83
Title VI has been deployed in two major ways: directly suing
federal fund recipients84 and filing administrative civil rights
complaints with the federal agency issuing the funds. Filing a suit
against a federal fund recipient requires evidence of discriminatory
intent.85 Filing an administrative civil rights complaint, however,
does not require a showing of discriminatory intent: unjustified or
unequal racial impacts are sufficient.86 Because of the higher bar of
evidence required to sue federal fund recipients, advocates fighting
against the civil rights injustices of big agriculture have more
recently focused on filing administrative civil rights complaints
with the federal agency issuing funds.87
B. Title VI and Federal Suits:
A Nonviable Option for Minority Communities
Even if there is sufficient evidence of discriminatory intent,
minority and low-income communities face greater barriers to
bringing claims due to their lack of political clout compared to big
82. Id. § 2000d-4a(1)(A)–(B).
83. Ass’n of Mexican-Am. Educators v. California, 195 F.3d 465, 474–75 (9th Cir. 1999),

rev’d, in part, on other grounds, 231 F.3d 572 (9th Cir. 2000).
84. Guardians Ass’n v. Civil Serv. Comm’n of N.Y., 463 U.S. 582, 609–10 (1983);
Cannon v. Univ. of Chi., 441 U.S. 677, 702–15 (1979) (holding that, like Title IX, Title VI
provides plaintiffs an implied private right to directly sue recipients of federal funds but
does not provide plaintiffs a private right to sue the federal fund providing agency).
85. Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275, 280 (2001); Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v.
Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 287 (1978) (“In view of the clear legislative intent, Title VI must be held
to proscribe only those racial classifications that would violate the Equal Protection Clause
or the Fifth Amendment.”). Discriminatory intent “implies more than intent as volition or
intent as awareness of consequences. It implies that the decisionmaker . . . selected or
reaffirmed a particular course of action at least in part ‘because of,’ not merely ‘in spite of,’
its adverse effects upon an identifiable group.” Pers. Adm’r of Mass. v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256,
279 (1979) (citation omitted).
86. Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563, 569 (1973), abrogated on other grounds by Guardians
Ass’n, 463 U.S. at 591–93 (holding that although Title VI calls for intentional discrimination,
disproportionate-impact discrimination is also subject to Title VI in the context of the
implementing regulations).
87. Tony LoPresti, Realizing the Promise of Environmental Civil Rights: The Renewed Effort
to Enforce Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 65 ADMIN. L. REV. 757, 780 (2013); Diane
Schwartz, Environmental Racism: Using Legal and Social Means to Achieve Environmental Justice,
12 J. ENVTL. L. & LITIG. 409, 417 (1997).
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agriculture. Minority and low-income communities, for example,
face greater difficulty obtaining resources to fight injustices
through time-consuming and expensive litigation. And big
agriculture’s political and financial resources make bringing a
successful suit against big agriculture futile because of its ability to
hire costly lawyers and to pay off parties through settlement offers.
Even supposing that minority communities can more easily bring
suit under mechanisms like class actions, big agriculture has
considerable political power as one of the largest lobbyists in many
of the states in America.88 Many states are captured by the political
and economic influence of big agriculture. These barriers are all the
more reason why the federal government should intervene and
ensure that big agriculture does not continue disproportionately
harming minority communities.
Because suing federal fund recipients directly is not a viable
option for minority communities suffering from racial
discrimination by big agriculture, filing administrative civil rights
complaints is largely used today by civil rights advocates. When
filing administrative civil rights complaints, complainants typically
target state agencies.89 A state agriculture agency receives federal
funds from the EPA and, in turn, uses these resources to oversee
and help further fund the big agriculture industries within its
state.90 This distribution of federal funds leaves big agriculture
susceptible to administrative civil rights complaints filed to the
EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance Office. This Note,
therefore, focuses on fighting civil rights injustices of big
agriculture by filing administrative civil rights complaints with the
EPA under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

88. This is why big agriculture is “virtually unregulated by the expansive body of
environmental law that has developed in the United States.” Ball-Blakely, supra note 53, at 7.
For instance, agriculture runoff is not considered a point source under the Clean Water Act.
33 U.S.C. § 1362(14) (2012).
89. LoPresti, supra note 87, at 766. “Recipient means, for the purposes of this
regulation, any State or its political subdivision, any instrumentality of a State or its political
subdivision, any public or private agency, institution, organization, or other entity, or any
person to which Federal financial assistance is extended directly or through another
recipient, including any successor, assignee, or transferee of a recipient, but excluding the
ultimate beneficiary of the assistance.” 40 C.F.R. § 7.25 (2017).
90. See James H. Colopy, Note, The Road Less Traveled: Pursuing Environmental Justice
Through Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 13 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 125, 154 (1994).
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C. Title VI and Administrative Civil Rights Complaints:
Working with the EPA
Any individual or group may submit an administrative civil
rights complaint to the EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance
Office alleging violation of Title VI by a federal fund recipient.91
Title VI requires federal agencies to issue their own requirements
to prevent discrimination.92 The EPA, as mandated, has created a
regulatory process and timeline for handling administrative civil
rights complaints sent to its External Civil Rights Compliance
Office.93 First, the EPA is required to acknowledge a civil rights
complaint within five days of receipt.94 Next, the EPA must
determine if a complaint requires an investigation within twenty
days of receiving the complaint.95 Then, within 180 days of
determining if an investigation is required, the EPA must issue a
preliminary finding.96 If the EPA ultimately finds discrimination,
the preliminary finding must include recommendations for
voluntarily achieving compliance.97 Within fifty days of receiving
the preliminary finding, the federal fund recipient must agree to (1)
implement the EPA’s recommendations or (2) submit a response
demonstrating that either the preliminary finding of discrimination
was incorrect or that compliance can be achieved through other
91. 40 C.F.R. § 7.120(a) “The complaint must be in writing and it must describe the
alleged discriminatory acts which violate this part. The complaint must be filed within 180
calendar days of the alleged discriminatory acts, unless the OCR waives the time limit for
good cause.” Id. § 7.120(b). For the EPA’s further interpretation of Title VI, see id. § 7.30. In
addition to the Civil Rights of 1964, the EPA provides additional guidance on Title VI. “A
recipient shall not use criteria or methods of administering its program or activity which
have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination because of their race, color,
national origin, or sex . . . . [And a] recipient shall not choose a site or location of a facility
that has the purpose or effect of excluding individuals from, denying them the benefits of,
or subjecting them to discrimination under any program or activity to which this part applies
on the grounds of race, color, or national origin or sex . . . .” Id. § 7.35(b)–(c).
92. 42 U.S.C. § 2000d-1 (2018) (“Each Federal department and agency which is
empowered to extend Federal financial assistance to any program or activity, by way of
grant, loan, or contract other than a contract of insurance or guaranty, is authorized and
directed to effectuate the provisions of section 2000d of this title with respect to such program
or activity by issuing rules, regulations, or orders of general applicability which shall be
consistent with achievement of the objectives of the statute authorizing the financial
assistance in connection with which the action is taken.”); 28 C.F.R. § 42.404 (2017).
93. 40 C.F.R. § 7.120 (2017).
94. Id. § 7.120(c).
95. Id. § 7.120(d).
96. Id. § 7.115(c).
97. Id.
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means.98 If the federal fund recipient does not timely pursue one of
these options, then the EPA must submit a formal written finding
of noncompliance to the recipient and notify the Assistant Attorney
General of the United States Department of Justice Civil Rights
Division within fourteen days.99 The federal fund recipient then has
ten days to voluntarily reach compliance.100 Finally, if the federal
fund recipient fails to voluntarily fix the discrimination within
the ten days, then the EPA can withhold its federal funds to the
state agency.101 An agency issuing federal funds always retains
the power to withhold its federal funds, but encouragement
of voluntary compliance prior to withholding federal funds
is required.102
Filing administrative civil rights complaints with the EPA’s
External Civil Rights Compliance Office is the most feasible option
for minority communities discriminated against by big agriculture.
Filing administrative civil rights complaints with the EPA helps
notify the agency of civil rights violations and pushes the agency to
enforce Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. If followed, the EPA’s
regulatory process for handling administrative civil rights
complaints can be a strong tool for minority communities to fight
against civil rights injustices of big agriculture. The threat of
withholding federal funds from state agencies supporting big
agriculture industries is a strong mechanism for states to force big
agriculture to ensure that its actions do not have a discriminatory
impact on minority communities. The EPA, however, has failed in
following its regulatory procedures for handling administrative
civil rights complaints. This failure strips the ability of minority
communities disproportionately burdened by big agriculture
pollution to fight against the discrimination. The EPA must,
therefore, start following its regulatory procedures for handling
administrative civil rights complaints so minority communities
have a viable mechanism for fighting this civil rights issue.

98.
99.
100.
101.
102.

Id. § 7.115(d).
Id.
Id. § 7.115(e).
Id. § 7.130; 42 U.S.C. § 2000d-1 (2012).
Wash. Legal Found. v. Alexander, 984 F.2d 483, 484 (D.C. Cir. 1993); Women’s
Equity Action League v. Cavazos, 906 F.2d 742, 745 (D.C. Cir. 1990).
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D. Enforcing Title VI: Failures of the EPA
Multiple reports have found that the EPA’s External Civil
Rights Compliance Office has consistently failed to follow its
regulatory process for handling administrative civil rights
complaints. After facing years of criticism, the EPA hired Deloitte
Consulting in 2011 to evaluate its handling of administrative civil
rights complaints.103 Deloitte Consulting found that only 6%—
fifteen out of 247—of complaints were accepted or dismissed
within the set twenty-day period.104 Overall, Title VI complaints
were backlogged to 2001—a whole decade behind schedule.105 The
report also found the following:
[T]here were numerous cases that have been awaiting action for
up to four years. Two cases have been in the queue for more
than eight years. . . . [H]alf of the complaints have taken one year
or more to move to accepted or denied status. One case was
accepted after nine years and a second case was accepted only
after ten years.106

A second report by the Center for Public Integrity and NBC
News in 2015 found that more than 90% of administrative civil
rights complaints to the EPA were dismissed or rejected.107 Out of
the hundreds of complaints the EPA’s External Civil Rights
Compliance Office received within twenty-two years, none were
formally found to violate anyone’s civil rights.108 It was also found
that, on average, the EPA takes 350 days to determine whether to

103. Tracy Haugen, Deloitte Consulting LLP, Evaluation of the EPA Office of Civil Rights
1 (Mar. 21, 2011), https://archive.epa.gov/epahome/ocr-statement/web/pdf/epaocr_20110321_finalreport.pdf.
104. Id. at 2, 25.
105. Id. at 2.
106. Id.
107. Kristen Lombardi, Talia Buford & Ronnie Greene, Environmental Racism Persists,
and the EOA Is One Reason Why, CTR. FOR PUB. INTEGRITY (Sept. 4, 2015, 4:55 PM),
https://publicintegrity.org/environment/environmental-racism-persists-and-the-epa-isone-reason-why/; Editorial, The E.P.A.’s Civil Rights Problem, N.Y. TIMES (July 7, 2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/07/opinion/the-epas-civil-rights-problem.html.
108. LoPresti, supra note 87, at 775; Lombardi, Buford & Greene, supra note 107.
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investigate or dismiss a claim.109 A third report in 2016 by the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights reinforced many of these findings.110
Although the EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance Office
has continuously failed to follow its regulatory process for
handling administrative civil rights complaints, non-profit
community groups, courts, and the general public have fought for
the EPA to uphold its regulatory process. For example, in 2015, the
EPA tried to eliminate certain deadlines in its regulatory process
for handling administrative civil rights complaints, such as the
twenty-day limit to determine whether an investigation is
warranted and the 180-day limit to issue a preliminary finding.111
But the EPA withdrew this proposed rule on January 9, 2017, after
receiving backlash from advocates.112 In March 2018, Earthjustice
and various other non-profit organizations sued to compel the EPA
to comply with its regulatory process for handling administrative
civil rights complaints.113 A federal judge ruled that the EPA
violated the law by waiting multiple years to investigate
complaints and that the EPA is required to respond to and
investigate civil rights complaints within its regulatory process.114
The court referred to the excessive delays as “agency action

109. Editorial, supra note 107.
110. U.S. COMM’N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE: EXAMINING THE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY’S COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT OF TITLE VI AND
EXECUTIVE ORDER 12,898
(2016),
https://www.usccr.gov/pubs/2016/Statutory_
Enforcement_Report2016.pdf; Talia Buford & Kristen Lombardi, Reports Slams EPA Civil
Rights Compliance, CTR. FOR PUB. INTEGRITY (Sept. 23, 2016), https://publicintegrity.org/
environment/report-slams-epa-civil-rights-compliance/.
111. Nondiscrimination in Programs or Activities Receiving Federal Assistance from
the Environmental Protection Agency, 80 Fed. Reg. 77284 (proposed Dec. 14, 2015)
[hereinafter Nondiscrimination in Programs or Activities Receiving Federal Assistance].
112. Id.; Sarah Tory, Why the EPA Fails to Enforce the Civil Rights Act, HIGH COUNTRY
NEWS (June 2, 2016), https://www.hcn.org/articles/why-the-epa-fails-to-enforce-the-civilrights-act (“It’s ironic that the one rule they try to advance is to take away the one measure
of accountability for conducting a civil rights investigation[.]”).
113. Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, Californians for Renewable
Energy v. EPA, No. C 15-3292 SBA (N.D. Cal. Mar. 30, 2018), 2015 WL 4509997.
114. Californians for Renewable Energy v. EPA, No. C 15-3292 SBA, 2018 WL 1586211
(N.D. Cal. Mar. 30, 2018); see also Rosemere Neighborhood Ass’n v. EPA, 581 F.3d 1169, 1175
(9th Cir. 2009) (holding that the EPA cannot claim a case is moot by acting before the claim
for relief is decided). “Rosemere’s experience before the EPA appears, sadly and
unfortunately, typical of those who appeal to OCR to remedy civil rights violations. As
indicated earlier, discovery has shown that the EPA failed to process a single complaint from
2006 or 2007 in accordance with its regulatory deadlines.” Id.
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unlawfully withheld.”115
Earthjustice, said:

Suzanne

Novak,

an

attorney

at

[This] decision affirms that [the] EPA cannot continue going
through the motions without meaningfully attending to serious
problems of environmental discrimination . . . . [The] EPA must
now secure real changes and ensure civil rights compliance by
states and regional authorities that receive EPA funding. How
long do communities overburdened with polluting facilities have
to wait for justice?116

Under pressure from this ruling, the EPA started to timely
recognize the administrative civil rights complaints.117 But most
of this attention only resulted in hasty investigations and
case dismissals.118
The EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance Office’s failure
in properly handling administrative civil rights complaints
against big agriculture and enforcing Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
is evidenced by the numerous complaints left untouched or
mishandled. In recent years, the EPA has mishandled two notable
administrative civil rights complaints against big agriculture.
First is the excessive use of pesticides in West Kaua’i and on
Moloka’i disproportionately near Native Hawaiian communities.
Second is the disproportionate concentration of CAFOs in Eastern
North Carolina near African American, Hispanic, and Native
American communities.
1. Pesticide use in West Kaua’i and on Moloka’i
On September 14, 2016, local non-profit community groups The
Moms On a Mission Hui and Po’ai Wai Ola/West Kaua’i
Watershed Alliance, represented by Earthjustice, filed an
administrative civil rights complaint with the EPA’s External Civil
Rights Compliance Office claiming the Hawai’i Department of
115. Californians for Renewable Energy, 2018 WL 1586211, at *13.
116. Court Declares that EPA Failed to Protect Civil Rights, EARTHJUSTICE: PRESS ROOM

(Mar. 30, 2018), https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2018/court-declares-that-epa-failedto-protect-civil-rights; Kim Carson, Judge to EPA: Do Your Job and Enforce Civil Rights Law,
EARTHJUSTICE: OUR STORIES (Apr. 6, 2018), https://earthjustice.org/blog/2018-april/judgeto-epa-do-your-job-and-enforce-civil-rights-law.
117. Heather Kathryn Ross, Righting Civil Wrongs, EARTHJUSTICE (Oct. 30, 2015),
https://earthjustice.org/features/righting-civil-wrongs.
118. Id.
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Agriculture (HDOA) and Agribusiness Development Corporation
(ADC) violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.119 The complaint
alleged that the actions of ADC and HDOA had an unjustified and
disproportionately harmful effect on Native Hawaiians in West
Kaua’i and on Moloka’i.120 Both ADC and HDOA are “programs or
activities” under Title VI and receive federal funding from the
EPA.121 ADC and HDOA must, therefore, have a program for
ensuring their practices do not have a discriminatory effect.122
In the 1990s, Hawai’i’s agriculture industry moved to big
agriculture genetically engineered seed crops.123 Today, ADC has
leased close to 23,728 acres of genetically engineered crops on
Kaua’i, Moloka’i, O’ahu, and Maui.124 Genetically engineered seed
crops, sometimes referred to as Genetically Modified Organisms
(GMOs), are specifically developed to resist the effects of
pesticides.125 Because these seeds are developed to resist the effects
of pesticides, farmers are free to protect their crops by spraying an
especially large amount of pesticide. This means that the crops in
Hawai’i are especially pesticide intensive.126
Hawai’i’s genetically engineered seed operations are
concentrated in West Kaua’i and on Moloka’i.127 These two areas
have proportionately larger populations of Native Hawaiians.128
For instance, the Native Hawaiian population in West Kaua’i
significantly exceeds the island-wide percentage and more than
doubles the statewide percentage.129 But West Kaua’i is also home
to the greatest share of Kaua’i’s genetically engineered seed
production—56%, or 13,299 of the 23,728 acres—and 78.1% of this

119. Paul H. Achitoff & Kylie W. Wager, Complaint Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d, 40 C.F.R. Part 7, and 7 C.F.R. Part 15, EARTHJUSTICE 1 (Sept. 14,
2016), https://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/Complaint_0.pdf.
120. Id.
121. Id. at 3.
122. Id. at 5 (“HDOA and ADC have affirmative duties to ensure their programs and
activities involving pesticides do not have discriminatory effects on people of color,
including Native Hawaiians.”); see 40 C.F.R. § 7.15 (2017).
123. Achitoff & Wager, supra note 119, at 5.
124. Id.
125. Id.; see GMO Facts, NON-GMO PROJECT, https://www.nongmoproject.org/gmofacts/ (last visited Feb. 15, 2020).
126. Achitoff & Wager, supra note 119, at 5.
127. Id. at 5, 23.
128. Id.
129. Id. at 23.
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production is on the west side of Kaua’i.130 The genetically
engineered seed fields in West Kaua’i also border “the largest tract
of Hawaiian Home Lands131 on the island.”132

Figure 1: Seed Production in Kaua’i by Proximity to Hawaiian
Populations and Hawaiian Home Lands133
The majority of residents on Moloka’i are Native Hawaiian.134
The Native Hawaiian population on Moloka’i is almost three times
the statewide percentage and the pure Native Hawaiian population
is greater than four times the statewide percentage.135 Like in West
Kaua’i, the genetically engineered seed crops on Moloka’i border
the largest tract of Hawaiian Home Lands on the island.136

130. Id. at 5, 23.
131. “The Department of Hawaiian Home Lands is governed by the Hawaiian Homes

Commission Act of 1920, enacted by the U.S. Congress to protect and improve the lives of
[N]ative Hawaiians. The act created a Hawaiian Homes Commission to administer certain
public lands, called Hawaiian home lands, for homesteads. Native Hawaiians are defined as
individuals having at least 50 percent Hawaiian blood.” Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands, About the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, HAWAII.GOV, http://dhhl.
hawaii.gov/about/ (last visited Feb. 15, 2020).
132. Achitoff & Wager, supra note 119, at 23.
133. Native Hawaiians Bring Civil Rights Complaint Against State Agencies on Pesticide
Use, EARTHJUSTICE (Sept. 14, 2016), https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2016/nativehawaiians-bring-civil-rights-complaint-against-state-agencies-on-pesticide-use.
134. Achitoff & Wager, supra note 119, at 24.
135. Id. at 5, 24.
136. Id. at 24.
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Figure 2: Seed Production on Moloka’i by Proximity to Hawaiian
Populations and Hawaiian Home Lands137
HDOA and ADC have routinely registered pesticides for use
near Native Hawaiian communities without considering the
disproportionate harm to the large populations of Native
Hawaiians living close to the spraying operations.138 Malia Chun,
member of The Moms On a Mission Hui, described:
I live in a community that is home to the largest population of
pure blooded Native Hawaiian, native speakers in Hawai’i, what
many would consider an endangered race and a wealth of cultural
knowledge. We also happen to be a community that is inundated
daily by exposure to industrial use pesticides. When you consider
the danger of frequent, long-term exposure to industrial
pesticides, some may consider this to be a form of genocide.139

John A’ana, a Po’ai Wai Ola member and Makaweli Valley kalo
farmer, further described, “Allowing large-scale pesticide use
without adequate protective measures is in direct opposition to our
basic Hawaiian values of Aloha ‘Aina and our tradition of caring
for Hawai’i’s natural resources and building healthy, sustainable

137. Native Hawaiians Bring Civil Rights Complaint Against State Agencies on Pesticide Use,
supra note 133.
138. Id.
139. Id.
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communities.”140 Paul Achitoff, managing attorney at Earthjustice,
stated, “If anyone began spraying toxic chemicals so that they
drifted into homes and schools in one of Hawai’i’s affluent
neighborhoods, there would be outrage and it would be shut down.
But not on Kaua’i’s west side or on Moloka’i, because the Native
Hawaiians there don’t have the political clout.”141
The community groups alleged that the State failed to require
protective buffer zones between areas of pesticide use and Native
Hawaiian communities to help prevent pesticide-related harm.
HDOA and ADC allow big agriculture operations in Kaua’i to
apply pesticides in closer proximity to residential areas, surface
waters, and schools than is allowed in other parts of the United
States.142 Fieldworkers, schoolchildren, and teachers in Native
Hawaiian communities have gone to the hospital because of the
side effects.143 In West Kaua’i specifically, physicians encounter,
almost daily, patients suffering from the pesticides with problems
including respiratory illness, nose bleeds, metallic tastes in the
mouth, and infertility.144
After receiving this complaint, the EPA’s External Civil Rights
Compliance Office failed to follow its regulatory procedures.
Although the administrative civil rights complaint was brought in
September of 2016, the EPA did not open an investigation until
March of the following year.145 It was not until two years later that
the EPA reached an informal agreement with HDOA to improve
regulations on pesticide use disproportionately near Native
Hawaiian population.146 The complaint against ADC is still
pending.147 Even though the EPA and HDOA reached an
agreement three years after the complaint was filed, the EPA never
withheld its federal funds from HDOA to expedite this process. The

140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.

Id.
Id.
Achitoff & Wager, supra note 119, at 9–10.
Id. at 8–9.
Id. at 17.
See EPA to Investigate Civil Rights Abuses Over Pesticide Use in Hawaii, BEYOND
PESTICIDES: DAILY NEWS BLOG (Mar. 14, 2017), https://beyondpesticides.org/
dailynewsblog/2017/03/epa-investigate-civil-rights-abuses-pesticide-use-hawaii/.
146. See After Civil Rights Complaint by Native Hawaiian Groups, U.S. EPA Acts on Pesticide
Impact, EARTHJUSTICE (June 4, 2019), https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2019/after-civilrights-complaint-by-native-hawaiian-groups-u-s-epa-acts-on-pesticide-impact.
147. Id.
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federal government must play a stronger role in enforcing Title VI
by withholding federal funds when voluntary compliance is not
reached in a timely manner. Minority communities, like the Native
Hawaiians in West Kaua’i and on Moloka’i, harmed by big
agriculture need protective resources from the federal government
since states are captured by the political and economic influences
of big agriculture. The consistent failure of the EPA to enforce Title
VI further harms minority communities. This problem must be
remedied to end the civil rights injustices by big agriculture.
2. CAFOs in Eastern North Carolina
On September 3, 2014, local, non-profit community groups
North Carolina Environmental Justice Network, Rural
Empowerment Association for Community Help (REACH), and
Waterkeeper Alliance, represented by Earthjustice, filed an
administrative civil rights complaint with the EPA’s External Civil
Rights Compliance Office.148 The groups claimed that the North
Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(DENR) violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.149 DENR is a
“program or activity” under Title VI and receives federal funding
from the EPA.150 DENR is, therefore, subject to Title VI and must
ensure its practices do not have discriminatory racial impacts.151
The complaint alleged that the actions of DENR have an unjustified,
disproportionate impact on African Americans, Hispanics, and
Native Americans in Eastern North Carolina.152
More than 2,000 CAFOs are permitted to operate in North
Carolina by DENR, and the majority are concentrated in the eastern
part of the State.153 This number of CAFOs has the capacity to raise
more than 9.5 million hogs.154 The CAFOs, thus, create a staggering
amount of waste that harms both human health and the

148. Marianne Engelman Lado & Jocelyn D’Ambrosio, Complaint Under Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d, 40 C.F.R. Part 7, EARTHJUSTICE (Sept. 3, 2014),
https://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/North-Carolina-EJ-Network-et-alComplaint-under-Title-VI.pdf.
149. Id. at 1.
150. Id. at 7.
151. Id. at 8.
152. Id. at 1.
153. Id. at 1–2.
154. Id. at 1.
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environment of surrounding communities through air and
water pollution.155
CAFOs in Eastern North Carolina are disproportionately
concentrated in minority communities. On average, minority
communities are 1.52 times more likely to live within three miles
of a CAFO in Eastern North Carolina.156 Indeed, the proportion
of African Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans living
within three miles of a CAFO in Eastern North Carolina are
respectively 1.54, 1.39, and 2.18 times greater than the proportion
of white communities.157

Figure 3: Industrial Hog Operations in North Carolina by Proximity
to Minority Communities158
Because CAFOs in Eastern North Carolina are concentrated in
minority communities, these communities disproportionately bear
the burden of pollution from the CAFO manure.159 For instance,
adjusted for population density, communities with a 40% or greater
African American population are more likely to experience greater

155.
156.
157.
158.
159.

Id. at 2.
Id. at 35.
Id.
Id. at 36.
Id.
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than half a million more pounds of waste compared to communities
with no African Americans.160

Figure 4: Pounds of Waste Generated by Industrial Hog Operations
in North Carolina161
DENR has routinely granted CAFO permits in predominately
minority communities in Eastern North Carolina. “They’re
absolutely taking advantage, because we don’t have any money,
and we don’t have political clout. . . . The people with authority
who are supposed to protect us are not listening,” stated Elsie
Herring, who has been protesting the CAFOs in North Carolina
since 1994.162 Kemp Burdette, an advocate for water quality in
North Carolina explained, “The poor people, they literally get
shit on.”163
In their civil rights complaint, the community groups alleged
that DENR failed to require protective measures to prevent the
CAFO pollution from poisoning groundwater. Many of the lagoons
in North Carolina were built before protective standards were in

160.
161.
162.
163.
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Id. at 39.
Id. at 37.
Cooke, supra note 63.
Kuo, supra note 68.
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place that require plastic lining and compacted clay to prevent
leaking.164 Lagoons in North Carolina, therefore, often leach into
the soil and reach groundwater.165 Spraying the liquidized manure
from the lagoons onto open fields can also reach groundwater
through North Carolina’s sandy soils.166 The groundwater can
become contaminated with high levels of nitrates and ammonia.167
Close to half of the CAFOs in North Carolina are located near
regions where over 85% of residents use well water.168 The CAFOs
have, therefore, forced residents to switch to municipal water
or live off of bottled water where municipal water is not
yet available.169
Minority communities have sought protection from the
discriminatory impacts of the CAFOs in Eastern North Carolina
since the early 1990s.170 In 2015, the EPA began investigating
whether CAFOs were disproportionately affecting minority health
in North Carolina.171 After an additional administrative civil rights
complaint was filed to push the EPA to act,172 the EPA’s External
Civil Rights Compliance Office sent a twenty-five page letter to the
State expressing concerns of human health and the environment
with recommendations for improvement.173 To this day, however,
DENR is allowing big agriculture CAFOs to store manure in openair lagoons and spray the liquidized manure onto open fields in the
same unhealthy manner as before. And the EPA has yet to withhold
its federal funds from DENR to force big agriculture to stop
harming African American, Hispanic, and Native American
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NEWS & OBSERVER (Jan. 18, 2017, 4:48 PM), https://www.newsobserver.com/news/politicsgovernment/state-politics/article127286899.html; EPA Launches Investigation of North
Carolina for Civil Rights Violations, EARTHJUSTICE (Feb. 5, 2015), https://earthjustice.org/news
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communities. When states are captured by big agriculture and
show no evidence of voluntarily fixing discriminatory impacts, the
federal government must step in and put pressure on the state
agencies. The EPA must enforce Title VI of the Civil Rights Act so
the civil rights injustices by big agriculture can be remedied.
Because the EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance Office
continuously fails to enforce Title VI by mishandling
administrative civil rights complaints, federal fund recipients that
support big agriculture know that their funding is not in real
jeopardy.174 Marianne Engelman Lado, an Earthjustice attorney,
explained, “The EPA has not done a good job of enforcing Title VI.
So, states and other recipients of federal funds have become
accustomed to them doing a terrible job and are not used to having
anyone ask about disproportionate impact.”175 The EPA has placed
too much trust in big agriculture fixing its discrimination
voluntarily and has failed to force big agriculture to change by
formally finding discrimination and withholding federal funds
from the state agencies supporting it. Because of the EPA’s failure,
minority communities continue to disproportionately suffer from
the harms of pollution by big agriculture.
CONCLUSION
Big agriculture is a civil rights issue. Excessive pesticide use and
CAFOs in big agriculture disproportionately harm minority
communities. Minority communities have significantly fewer
resources compared to big agriculture to fight civil rights injustices.
Minority communities burdened by big agriculture need protective
resources from the federal government, since states are captured by
the political and economic influences of big agriculture. Filing
administrative civil rights complaints with the EPA’s External Civil
Rights Compliance Office should serve as a viable tool for minority
communities. The failure of the EPA, however, in following its
timeline and regulatory procedures for handling administrative
civil rights complaints further exacerbates the civil rights injustices
that minority communities disproportionately face from big
agriculture. The EPA must begin utilizing its regulatory authority

174. LoPresti, supra note 87, at 786.
175. Biron, supra note 67.
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by formally finding discrimination on the part of states supporting
big agriculture and by withholding its federal funds. Withholding
federal funds will provide strong incentive for states to force
big agriculture to remedy its discriminatory impacts on minority
communities. The federal government should no longer allow
big agriculture to freely discriminate at the cost of minority
community health.
Morgan Drake*

* J.D., 2019, Brigham Young University, J. Reuben Clark Law School. Special thanks
to Professor Michalyn Steele for her guidance on this Note.
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